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APPENDIX A
-

., NOTICE OF VIOLATION
:!

zConnecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company Docket No. 50-213-

Hartford,. connecticut License No. OPR-61
i

o ' AdaresultoftheinspectionconductedfromOctober1toOctober5,1990,and I

- subsequent staff review through : December -14,1990- and in accordance with the,

" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 1

!> "FR.Part 2, Appendix C (Enforcement Policy) (1990), the following violation
wst identified:

10 CFR E0.49 Paragraph f requires that. electric equipment important to
' safety to environmentally qualified by type testing, analysis, or a

combination of both.

-The auxiliaty feedwater flow instruments ar.d the- containment pressure -
. transmitters a^, cicssified by the licensee as Type A variable instruments
?for RG-1.97 implett3*ation. Type A variable instruments (RG 1.97
Category 11(instruments) are considered electric equipment important to
safety:as-specified in Paragrneh b.2 of 10 CFR 50.49.

,

| Contrary to the above, on October 5,1990, all four auxiliary feedwater
flow transmitters and the associated te miinal blocks, and -the containment
pressure transmitters, were not environraentally qualified,

i

| This'fs a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuint-to the. provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power-
Company is.hereby required to submit-to this office within thirty _ days of:the-
date:of.the: letter-which-transmitted this Notice, a written statement or-

explanation in reply including: (1) the corrective steps which have been taken
,

and the results achieved;-(2) corrective steps which_will be.taken to avoid-t

Lfurther violations; and (3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
-Whereigood cause is shown, consideration will be given to. extending this 1z

response-time.
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